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I have gotten farther than anyone
I crushed everyone that got in my way
I have done everything that can be done
So why must I suffer here where I lay
Why is no one here to stand at my side
Why is no one here in my time of need
Even with my powerful sense of pride
I simply cannot help but desperately plead
The pain grows as my last moments draw near
I thought I could fight until my last breath
But I am paralyzed by this great fear
I am paralyzed by the fear of death
Reaching out, I plead to the gods above
Hoping that they will give me my life back
I realize I do not deserve their love
As my whole world finally fades to black

my mother’s womb held me tight until the day i burst
from her and i had been running ever since.
i was in search of the face of a lion upon the body of an eagle,
the broken honor of a knight’s treacherous sword, the time
clock on the sun’s lifespan, and how to cure a god’s envy.
i ran over broken glass and burning coals and
swam in the blood of righteous men.
i prayed to empty skies to find impossible
answers and complete my hopeless quest.
my eyes burned with the fatigue of a thousand insomniacs
right as i concluded i must be suffering the same fate as
Sisyphus when suddenly
you drove a fistful of strawberry seeds and dancing
fingertips into the cavity of my chest so that now the
rushing of my spinal fluid whispers your name.
[that’s why i shiver when i hear it]

And now....
Plunging into this perilous abyss
I contemplate what will become of me
My wonderful life of delightful bliss
Will now be swallowed by this Red Sea
What have I done to deserve such a fate
What justifies this treacherous downfall
These are questions that I must contemplate.
For no one is here to answer my call.
I reach for the dwindling light above
Hoping that salvation will come my way
I hope for nothing but safety and love
Sadly, I know that I am here to stay
The light has vanished, replaced with red gates
And now, nothing but agony awaits.
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you pressed pause on my endless searching and pointed
out the blood on my fists and the splinters in my skin.
the hunt needn’t be a fight, love
you breathed.
lessons of patience by watching the colors change
through a bedroom window, how to savor melodies
in empty parking lots; you were good to me.
echoes of gold-dipped memories fill our tomb; scenes
of honey-doused wings around a bag of trembling
bones unsure of which direction is north.
i learned to sink my hands into the dirt and understand how to
find home, to smell the change in the seasons and listen to the
harmonies of my mortal footsteps next to Michael’s mighty tread.
you made me realize that life is not a battle at which i must
grit my teeth until my gums bleed, rather it is memorizing
the lunar phases and eating blackberries when it is full
and knowing life moves according to my terms.
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